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Transactions of the Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne Aug 28 2019
Being papers read at the meetings of the Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and the Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club.
Lancelot and Elaine Dec 13 2020
The King's Fifth Sep 21 2021 A 1967 Newbery Honor Book While awaiting trial for murder and withholding from the king
the obligatory fifth of the gold found in Cibola, Esteban, a seventeen-year-old cartographer, recalls his adventures with a
band of conquistadors.
The King of the Golden River Nov 23 2021
The King of the Crags Nov 04 2022 Prince Jehal, yearning for the glory of commanding the earth and sky and ruling the
Realms, will stop at nothing to get it, but fears the one white dragon that still lives. Reprint.
Merlin Or the Early History of King Arthur May 30 2022
The Ballad of the White Horse Sep 09 2020 The Ballad of the White Horse is a poem by G. K. Chesterton about the idealized
exploits of the Saxon King Alfred the Great. Written in ballad form, the work is usually considered one of the last great
traditional epic poems ever written in the English language. The poem narrates how Alfred was able to defeat the invading
Danes at the Battle of Ethandun under the auspices of God working through the agency of the Virgin Mary. In addition to
being a narration of Alfred's military and political accomplishments, it is also considered a Catholic allegory. Chesterton
incorporates a significant amount of philosophy into the basic structure of the story. Aeterna Press
The Silver Kings Mar 04 2020 Praised by the likes of Joe Abercrombie and Brent Weeks, Stephen Deas has made dragons
his own. The Silver King, half-god, legend and myth, is returning. Once he fought his brother, the Black Moon, and his
dragons, and was defeated. But the Black Moon was also weakened, and a millennia has passed. Humanity has grown used
to a world without gods, a world where they were masters of all - including the terrifying dragons. But the dragons have
awakened, the hole in reality is expanding, and the shackles that kept the half-gods controlled have been broken. The Black
Moon lives on in the body of Berren Crowntaker, and has taken control. With an army behind him, the dragons above and
the Dragon Queen at his side, he goes to war with his brother. The worlds are turning, and only one thing is sure - there will
be an ending. THE SILVER KING is the triumphant conclusion to one of the most brutal and wide-ranging fantasy series of
recent years.
DAVID, The Shepherd King Jan 14 2021 DAVID, the Shepherd King is the story of the greatest king of Israel. The
complexities of his life are staggering. He shepherded both sheep and people. He was an empire builder but a failed parent.
He was an adulterer and a murderer. He was a warrior and an outlaw. He was a musician, composing beautiful psalms still
treasured and sung today. His name appears more than a thousand times in the Bible, more than any other individual. Above
all, he was faithful to his calling as the mashiach, the anointed one of the Lord God.
The Orkneyingers' Saga Jun 18 2021
The Star King Dec 25 2021 The first book in the 5 volume Demon Princes saga. The protagonists parents were murdered by
a posse of 5 galactic criminals, the "demon princes". He vows revenge, and eliminates them one by one. In the process
Vance does what he excels at: creating strange worlds, environments, customs, and adaptations that humans have made to

live in these conditions.
Natural History Transactions of Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne May 06 2020
The King's Assassin Mar 28 2022 With its engaging thief-taker hero, this YA series from the acclaimed author of The
ADAMANTINE PALACE is perfect for fans of Trudi Canavan and Robin Hobb. Berren has left his past as an apprentice
thief-taker behind him, in a mist of blood and screams and death. Press-ganged as a sailor, his old life is now just a distant
memory. Until the day he spots someone who might well be his old master, Syannis, the man who killed Berren's first love.
Syannis was thought dead, but he is a hard man to kill. As Berren chases down the man he believes to be an enemy, he finds
himself caught up in a web of political machination and danger unlike anything he has encountered. For Syannis is a deposed
prince, and he is willing to go to any lengths - including dealing with the black-hearted sorcerer Saffran Kuy - to regain his
throne. As Berren struggles to understand his feelings towards Syannis and his mad quest, he slowly comes to realize that the
world is going to war - and Berren is caught in the middle. Can he navigate a path through the dangers which surround him?
Will he find a way to extricate himself from the sorcery and intrigue that follow him at every step? And who is destined to be
the King's Assassin?
The Adamantine Palace Sep 02 2022 The Adamantine Palace lies at the centre of an empire that grew out of ashes. Once
dragons ruled the world and man was little more than prey. Then a way of subduing the dragons through alchemy was
discovered and now the dragons are bred to be mere mounts for knights and highly valued tokens in the diplomatic powerplayers that underpin the rule of the competing aristocratic houses. The Empire has grown fat. And now one man wants it for
himself. A man prepared to poison the king just as he has poisoned his own father. A man prepared to murder his own lover
and then bed her daughter. A man fit to be king? But unknown to him there are flames on the way. A single dragon has gone
missing. And even one dragon on the loose, unsubdued and returned to its full intelligence, its full fury, could spell disaster
for the Empire. But because of the actions of one unscrupulous mercenary the rivals for the throne could soon be facing
hundreds of dragons . . . Stephen Deas has written a fast moving and action-fuelled fantasy laced with irony, a razor sharp
way with characters, dialogue to die for and dragons to die by.
3 Books to Know: King Arthur Feb 12 2021 Welcome to the 3 Books To Know series, our idea is to help readers learn
about fascinating topics through three essential and relevant books. These carefully selected works can be fiction, nonfiction, historical documents or even biographies. We will always select for you three great works to instigate your mind, this
time the topic is: King Arthur. - Le Morte D'Arthur By Thomas Malory - Idylls of the King by Lord Tennyson - A
Connecticut Yakee In King Arthur's Court by Mark TwainLe Morte d'Arthur (The Death of Arthur) is a reworking by Sir
Thomas Malory of existing tales about the legendary King Arthur, Guinevere, Lancelot, Merlin, and the Knights of the
Round Table. Malory interpreted existing French and English stories about these figures and added original material. Le
Morte d'Arthur was first published in 1485 by William Caxton and is today one of the best-known works of Arthurian
literature in English. Idylls of the King, published between 1859 and 1885, is a cycle of twelve narrative poems by the
English poet Alfred, Lord Tennyson (1809–1892; Poet Laureate from 1850) which retells the legend of King Arthur, his
knights, his love for Guinevere and her tragic betrayal of him, and the rise and fall of Arthur's kingdom. The whole work
recounts Arthur's attempt and failure to lift up mankind and create a perfect kingdom, from his coming to power to his death
at the hands of the traitor Mordred. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court is an 1889 novel by American humorist
and writer Mark Twain. The book was originally titled A Yankee in King Arthur's Court. Some early editions are titled A
Yankee at the Court of King Arthur. In the book, a Yankee engineer from Connecticut named Hank Morgan receives a
severe blow to the head and is somehow transported in time and space to England during the reign of King Arthur. This is
one of many books in the series 3 Books To Know. If you liked this book, look for the other titles in the series, we are sure
you will like some of the topics
Witch Winnie, the Story of a "king's Daughter;" Jan 02 2020
The King of the Crags Apr 28 2022 Prince Jehal has murdered, poisoned and betrayed his way to the top. There is a new
speaker for the realms, his opposition has been crushed, now he just has to enjoy the fruits of power. And yet he feels more
for the wife he married for power than perhaps he should and his lover knows it. Out in the realms those loyal to the old
regime are still plotting. and there are rumours that the Red Riders, heralds of revolution and doom are on the ride. And still
no-one has found the famous white dragon. The dragon that, if it lived, will have long since recovered from the effects of the
alchemical liquid fed to the dragons of the realms to keep them docile, to block their memories of a time when they ruled and
the world burned. Stephen Deas has created an epic world, vivid characters, a plot full of betrayals and the most awesome
dragons fantasy has seen.
Rerum Britannicarum Medii Ævi Scriptores, Or, Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland During the Middle
Ages Jul 28 2019
The Roman Wall a Description of the Mural Barrier of the North of England by the Rev. J. Collingwood Bruce Oct 11 2020
Icelandic Sagas and Other Historical Documents Relating to the Settlements and Descents of the Northmen on the
British Isles Aug 21 2021
Arthurian localities; their historical origin, chief country, and Fingalian relations Apr 16 2021
The Black Mausoleum Jun 06 2020 Two years have passed since the events of The Order of the Scales. Across the realms,
dragons are still hatching. Hatching, and hatching free. Skorl is an Ember, a soldier trained from birth to fight dragons. He is
a living weapon, one-shot only, saturated with enough dragon-poison to bring down a monster all on his own. Misanthrope,
violent and a drunk, to fulfil his purpose and slay a dragon, means to be eaten. Now Skorl has a choice: he can hang for his
crimes, or he can go with the last of the Adamantine Men, fighting against an enemy he was born to face. Rat is an Outsider.

He's on the run and he's stumbled onto something that's going to make him rich beyond all his dreams. It's just a shame that
the end of the world has started without him. Kataros is an alchemist, one of the order responsible for keeping the dragons in
check. One of the order that has just failed, and disastrously so. Two men, one woman. One chance to save the world from a
storm of dragons ...
A Memory of Flames Complete eBook Collection Jun 30 2022 Collected here are all ten of Stephen Deas' epic fantasy
novels about a world ruled by dragons. Blood, fire, sex, politics and betrayal combine in this masterful and wide-ranging
series. Contains THE ADAMANTINE PALACE, THE KING OF THE CRAGS, THE ORDER OF THE SCALES, THE
THIEF-TAKER'S APPRENTICE, THE WARLOCK'S SHADOW, THE KING'S ASSASSIN, THE BLACK
MAUSOLEUM, DRAGON QUEEN, THE SPLINTERED GODS, THE SILVER KINGS
Headtaker Jan 26 2022 Warlord Queek Headtaker is unlike other skaven, a fearless warrior, a general who leads from the
front and the grim victor of many great battles. When King Kazador begins to gather an army at Karak Azul it falls to Queek
to lead a surprise attack on the hold, but even one as cunning as he cannot resist the chance to face such a renowned hero of
the dwarfs in single combat.
Suldrun's Garden Feb 01 2020 The Lyonesse sequence evokes the Elder Isles, is a baroque land of pre-Arthurian myth now
lost beneath the Atlantic, where powerful sorcerers, aloof faeries, stalwart champions, and nobles eccentric, magnanimous,
and cruel pursue intrigue among their separate worlds . . . Prince Aillas of Troicinet is betrayed on his first diplomatic
voyage and cast into the sea. Before he redeems his birthright, he must pass the breadth of Hybras Isle as prisoner, vagabond,
and slave, an acquaintance of faeries, wizards, and errant knights, and lover to a sad and beautiful girl whose fate sets his
bitter rivalry with the tyrant Casmir, King of Lyonesse. (First published in 1983)
Transactions of the Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne Sep 29 2019
Lady Macbeth Aug 01 2022 From towering crags to misted moors and formidable fortresses, Lady Macbeth transports
readers to the heart of eleventh-century Scotland, painting a bold, vivid portrait of a woman much maligned by history. Lady
Gruadh—Rue—is the last female descendant of Scotland’s most royal line. Married to a powerful northern lord, she is
widowed while still carrying his child and forced to marry her husband’s murderer: a rising warlord named Macbeth. As she
encounters danger from Vikings, Saxons, and treacherous Scottish lords, Rue begins to respect the man she once despised.
When she learns that Macbeth’s complex ambitions extend beyond the borders of the vast northern region, she realizes that
only Macbeth can unite Scotland. But his wife’s royal blood is the key to his ultimate success. Determined to protect her son
and a proud legacy of warrior kings and strong women, Rue invokes the ancient wisdom and secret practices of her female
ancestors as she strives to hold her own in a warrior society. Finally, side by side as the last Celtic king and queen of
Scotland, she and Macbeth must face the gathering storm brought on by their combined destiny. This is Lady Macbeth as
you’ve never seen her.
Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine Oct 30 2019
When Love is King Jul 08 2020
Legacy of Canaan Apr 04 2020 Preliminary material /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- UGARIT AND ITS
RECORDS /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- MYTHS OF THE FERTILITY CULT /Editors THE LEGACY OF
CANAAN -- SAGA AND LEGEND /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- THE RELIGION OF CANAAN /Editors
THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- THE SOCIAL ORDER /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- LITERARY AND
LINGUISTIC /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- BIBLIOGRAPHY /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -CONCORDANCE OF UGARITIC TEXTS /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- INDEX OF UGARITIC PASSAGES
/Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- INDEX OF UGARITIC WORDS /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -SUBJECT INDEX /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -- AUTHOR'S INDEX /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN -INDEX OF SCRIPTURAL PASSAGES /Editors THE LEGACY OF CANAAN.
The Order of the Scales Oct 03 2022 Jehal makes peace with the northern dragons in an effort to save his wife and son, who
have been taken hostage by the former Queen Zafir as she tries to regain control of the kingdom.
Merlin; Or, The Early History of King Arthur Jun 26 2019
King Arthur's Country Aug 09 2020
Natural History Transactions of Northumberland and Durham May 18 2021
A Tour from Alston-Moor to Harrowgate, and Brimham Crags Dec 01 2019
The King's Swift Rider Jul 20 2021 The perfect spy While hunting for his family's dinner on the moor, sixteen-year-old
Martin Crawford spies a lone man being hunted by five armed soldiers. He succeeds in rescuing the man, and is shocked to
learn that he is none other than Robert the Bruce--rightful King of Scots. Martin wants to lead a quiet life; he is a scholar.
But when the Bruce asks him to join his army and help to regain Scotland's freedom from the brutal English king, Martin
cannot say no. But he can refuse to fight. No matter what the Bruce or anyone else, says to him, Martin will not pick up a
sword. Instead he will be the king's swift rider, a vital link in the Bruce's information network. Soon Martin is risking his life
as one of the king's most trusted spies. For he knows that victory over the English will give the Scots their freedom, but
defeat will kepp them slaves forever.... 00-01 Tayshas High School Reading List
The Roman Wall: a historical, topographical, and descriptive account of the barrier of the lower isthmus, extending
from the Tyne to the Solway, etc. With plates and maps Nov 11 2020
The King of Ireland's Son Feb 24 2022 Chronicles the adventures of the King of Ireland's eldest and wildest son, describing
how he encounters an enchanter's daughter, the king of the cats, Gilly of the goat-skin, and numerous others.
The King's Sacrifice, and Other Poems Mar 16 2021

The Wolf King Oct 23 2021 “A writer with . . . vision and scope . . . breathtaking, shimmering prose.”—Anne Rice The
armies of Charlemagne are poised to conquer Italy. The human side of shapeshifter Maeniel owes allegiance to
Charlemagne. But the wolf acknowledges no master. Still, it is as both wolf and man that he embarks on a hazardous mission
for the emperor. Captured, Maeniel is condemned to death. Now, with the help of a Saxon warrior whose love poses dangers
of its own, Maeniel’s soul mate, Regeane, will brave the icy crags and crevices of the Alps to rescue her husband, only to
find that he is the bait in a trap set for her by a villainous man from her darkest past. But there is another enemy at work.
Behind the tangle of ambitions and animosities driving kings and commoners alike, an ancient evil thirsts for a revenge of its
own: a revenge that demands the blood of Maeniel and Regeane…and of all humanity. “Action and intrigue-filled . . .
Borchardt’s strength . . . is her deeply researched setting, which brings alive the barbaric era after the fall of the Roman
Empire.”—Publishers Weekly
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